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New York, NY -- International supermodel Carissa Rosario requests your presence as she
presents her new perfume
"Youn
g and Fresh"
by Christopher Joseph. The highly publicized event will take place on Thursday, March 29,
2012, 6:00PM - 9:00PM, at Yotel, 570 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY. Press Check-in 5:30PM.
The illustrious evening will give way to a light cocktail reception, the unveiling of Youn
g and Fresh
, follow by a small reception and an opportunity for guests to be among the first to see what all
the buzz is surrounding Christopher Joseph's limited edition scent.
ABOUT CARISSA ROSARIO
Carissa Rosario is an international model, actress, business woman, nutritionist,
philanthropist and one of the hardest working models in the industry. She has graced the cover
of fifteen international and national magazines including Maxim Espanol, Maxim UK, Maxim
US, Vogue Mexico, GQ South Africa, and GQ Mexico to name a few.
With nothing short of a powerful presence both in person and on camera, Carissa has been a
natural as a model and actress and has landed a number of roles in feature films. Her
entrepreneurial drive has let to a partnership with "Afterparty", an alternative healthy drink; and
her collaboration to create her luxurious handbag and jewelry line. Now Carissa is prepared to
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launch her latest endeavor Carissa Rosario "Young and Fresh" Limited Edition perfume by
Christopher Joseph.
ABOUT "YOUNG AND FRESH" LIMITED EDITION PERFUME®
"Young and Fresh" Limited Edition Perfume® 1. 7 FL OZ / 50 ML-EAU DE PARFUM
(EDP) spray for women brings a captivating scent that's impossible to resist. The soft, sensual
and refreshingly innocent floral fragrance captures a delicate grapefruit scented zest, fresh rose
and provocative musk. It's alive, it's romantic, it's chic. The delicate light petal-pink color and
extraordinary scent defines a fragrance that is both sexy and loving.
CHRISTOPHER JOSEPH® for women is a scent which recalls a moment in time, a moment
in time where one discovers love for the first time, or all over again. It evokes the memories we
hold onto, forever. It is inspirited with femininity and enduring floral scent. It seeks to arouse
that very special moment, when someone notices her, that feeling of excitement.
RSVP AT:
INFO@TRLUXURY.COM
###
If you would like to schedule an interview with Carissa Rosario before or immediately
after the preview and launch event contact Nikkia McClain, 646-244-2140,
trluxury@gmail.com
.
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